
Date 09-Feb-03

Hare Raucous, T-Total

Venue Horley

On On The Farmhouse
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A CHURCHILLIAN
HASH: MUD, SWEAT,

TOIL AND TEARS.
in touch with the front
runners at the end.

There seems little point in
establishing where we went;
far to the other, eastern, side
of the M23, taking in the
Dog and Duck and the
windmill at Outwood - which
fortunately was our Ultima
Thule - and then back again.
We got very muddy indeed,
and nobody won the prize
offered for a hasher with dry
feet.  Certainly several
hashers were imaginative
enough to do their own
thing at times; not just GG
this time, but also Spingo,
who seduced her husband
into following her astray
with their pooch still
straining at the bit in canine
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puddle; it was so deep we
nearly despaired of seeing him
again. His down-down was for
the out-of heel state of his
shoes. Taco Bell got one in
honour of the Japanese share
in today’s pack; indeed
Country Bumpkin solved a
check at which the whole pack
had become mutinous.

For once GG’s perpetual
complaint at the lack of back
checks (usually only the very
front runners know when
there has been a back check)
was largely justified, but they
would have made this trail
even longer. And we might
have missed the “Toads in
Road” sign.

You will find as you read on

enthusiasm for the trail.
(The only one by that
time).Count Dracula, also
with dog, drew rather
shakily on local knowledge,
(he was ready to give up
flour at the windmill, but
then found the solution to
the check by chance) and so
did it all, his longer more
youthful legs outstripping
FRB at the end.

Icepyck was awarded a
down-down for the acumen
accuracy and insight he
brought to the checks,
though Tequil’over
objected that no one could
hear Icepyck’s calls. TO
himself rather rashly
accepted a challenge to
wade through an inviting

that this account has been
truncated to make room for a
lament. (T-Total: Vidal? I
don’t even know who he is)

Be warned that all is not as
it seems; the GM was
indeed in Dorking, at the
80th birthday party of an
aunt, to which Popeye was
not invited....

But since the Onsex do
solicit contributions, we felt
obliged to print this one;
and shall welcome others,
preferably by e-mail.

The good news is that
Low Profile has recovered
well from his op and will
soon resume his rightful
place, not just at the circle.

ON ON  FRB

Now, Raucous is a girl of
great personal charm, and even
greater athletic ability. So why,
you may ask, did she do this to
us today after not appearing on
the hash for so many months?
By her own account she put 8
hours of recce into the trail,
which took 3and1/2 hours to
lay; she must have had some
idea of what would happen to
the pack...

The front runners came in at
1.15, the longest trail for some
years. The circle was held as
soon as Arfur Pint was back at
the bucket, which is a good rule
of thumb for timing, but there
must have been many still out
there when the circle was over;
for once Arfur and Invisible M
not only did it all, but were still

CHOOSING THE PUB
Vidal tells us the way it is.
What is with the Surrey Hash?

The Hares go to the trouble of
following a masterfully executed
run with a perfectly good pub
which is not only warm and wel-
coming but also serves incredibly
good food, and the pack (led by
Popeye I think but certainly in-
cluding our illustrious GM) decide
to piss off to some back-street
dive in Dorking!  And why?  Be-
cause there were PEOPLE in the
Hurtwood Inn and the poor hash-
ers would have had to wait a few
minutes to get a pint in their
hands.

And who were these PEOPLE?
Some WALKED there, some
CYCLED!  Both perfectly legiti-
mate Sunday pursuits given we
were in the midst of some of the
finest open countryside in Sur-
rey.
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Receding Hare LineRun 1453

Date 16-Feb-03

Hare Spingo

Venue Reigate

On On Black Horse

SSA Old 89 5D  New 117 1D

OS

As it was, the depleted pack were perfectly comfortable, the walkers
and bikers eventually moved on leaving us plenty of space.  Being
conscientious harriers, Greenpeace and I had warned the pub of our
arrival but accepted that it was difficult for a village inn dependent on
weekend trade to cover all eventualities.  They had taken a big lunch
order from the walkers prior to our arrival so obviously resources were
moved to the kitchen!  Could no-one appreciate this?

I wasn’t happy the week before when members of the pack dictated
that we should retire to the Bricklayers to stand outside the toilets in
a smoky bar trying not to get in between the locals and their footie on
the telly.  Apparently “you couldn’t get more than half a dozen
standing” in the Hare’s pub of choice - so this was better? Is this the
way things bode for the future of the Surrey Hash?  If you are not keen
on the run location, why not lead the sheep to one of your choice,
decide on a run route and include some headless chicken imperson-
ations to simulate checks.  Isn’t the Hash more than a Sunday
morning run? Isn’t socialising an important element in the make-up
of the Surrey Hash? Shouldn’t the Hares’ choice of pub be as much
respected as the run route?  Does anyone have an opinion?

MORE UNFAMILIAR LIMERICKS:

An amorous maiden antique
Locked a man in her house for a week
He entered the door with a shout and a roar
But his exit was marked by a squeak.

In the Garden of Eden lay Adam
Complacently stroking his madam;
And loud was his mirth
For he knew that on earth
There were only two balls - and he had ‘em.

According to experts the oyster
In its shell - or crustacean cloister -
May frequently be
Or  a he or a she,
Even both, if it should be its choice ter.

1454 23-Feb Doug-the-tub & Mrs
Robinson

Hindhead

1455 2-Mar Super/Dissa Ewhurst?

1456 9-Mar HARES WANTED

1457 16-Mar Bodyshop / Birthing
Blanket

TBA

1458 23-Mar Velcro Headley

1459 30-Mar Red-Eye & Ratty TBA

1460 06- Apr Gibber TBA

Directions:
From Dorking take A25 towards Reigate. Few hundred yards
after the Buckland Bend –turn Right just before The Black
Horse Pub into Flanchford Road. The car parks are opposite
each other after a few hundred yards. Park untidily.
ON INN Black Horse – those who are fick – we passed it on
the way here. Use car park or Flanchford Road.


